Elizabeth Fry, Honor Swimmer, United States of America, 2014

Elizabeth Fry set the world record for the oldest person ever to do a two-way English Channel crossing. As a member of the 24-hour club, Fry took 24 hours and 39 minutes as a 52-year-old to complete her two-way crossing. She also holds the world record for – and was the first person to complete – the unprecedented double Ederle Swim, a 35-mile swim from Manhattan Island in New York to Sandy Hook, New Jersey. At the age of 50, Fry also smashed the world record for swimming clockwise around Manhattan and became the first woman to swim around Manhattan Island in that direction when she completed the course in 11 hours, 41 minutes and 5 seconds, breaking the old mark by over 6 hours. Fry has also finished fifth in the 2009 Manhattan Island Marathon Swim, successfully crossed the English Channel five times since 2003, and has run 10 running marathons as
well as is the long-standing race director of the 25 km St. Vincent’s Foundation Swim Across the Sound.

She has also crossed the Catalina Channel from Catalina Island to the California mainland on 2 August 2005 in 8 hours and 56 minutes and the Strait of Gibraltar in a fast 3 hours and 35 minutes on 6 June 2013 at the age of 55. She completed the 25-mile In Search of Memphre in 2011, and was one of the top masters swimmers in the 10 km race at the 2012 Swim Across America Long Beach event on 23 September 2012 as well as the Round Jersey solo swim of 41 miles in 9 hours and 33 minutes in September 2013. She also won the women’s division in the inaugural Cold Water Challenge in Connecticut on 2 November 2013. She completed the Oceans Seven Challenge.
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